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Over 500 jokes for kids, including hundreds of knock-knock jokes, fun facts, and tricky
tongue-twisters that will crack up the entire family. This book is perfect for the young comedian and
great for family gatherings or those long, boring car rides. A quick way to liven up the mood!In this
book you will find:250+ Q & A Jokes For Kids- What do you get when you cross a ghost and a tiger?
A booger.- What did the kitten say when the vet gave it a shot? "Me, ow!"- Why wasn&apos;t the
turkey at Thanksgiving dinner? Because it was already stuffed.130+ Knock-Knock Jokes For
KidsKnock knock.Who&apos;s there?China.China who?Are you China be funny?70+ Fun FactsDid
you know...the founder of Facebook is Mark Zuckerberg and his last name,
&apos;Zuckerberg&apos;, means &apos;sugar mountain&apos; in German! How funny is that?In
Canada, Thanksgiving is celebrated in October and not November!50 Tongue TwistersSay this 5
times really fast without laughing: blue poop hoop loopand this one without twisting your tongue:
Which wristwatch does Rich want?* * *From science to culture to just plain, everyday silliness, this
book has everything! Watch your kids laugh, and then watch them learn.This book of hilarious jokes
is recommended for ages 6 and up.
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This book is exactly what it says it is: corny humor for the family (jokes, tongue-twisters, & fun
facts).I gave three stars because I had to sift a bit to find the funny jokes and some of them remind
me of the jokes my little brother invented when he was five. Following that logic, younger kids might
enjoy the more absurd jokes that are more of a stretch. There were several poop jokes I had to skip

over that the book could do without and the tongue-twisters that are actual sentences are much
better than the strings of random words. Some of them are pretty good practice.The puns and the
were the best, in my opinion! I teach English classes to native Spanish-speakers and they loved the
puns with double meanings that they could understand.Ex: Q: What did the kitten say when the vet
gave it a shot?A: â€œMe, ow!â€•This collection isn't a literary classic, but we got some entertainment
out of it. I would recommend this book to parents of younger children (5-8yrs) who can have some
fun reading it on their own and sharing their favorites with family and friends.I was sent a free copy
by the author for my honest feedback and unbiased opinion.

This book is as awesome as the other ones by J.J Wiggings. My 2nd grader could not stop reading
it. I think all the jokes are super smart and puts a smile on everybody's faces. Also some stars in my
daughter's eyes. I can see her picturing herself telling every single joke to her friendsðŸ˜œI love the
fun facts. So very thoughtful and carries this book to a new level. This way no joke goes without a
background information for the little minds. No question marks left!Great book to tag along on the
road with you, playdates, picnics, recess at school ðŸ˜¹ðŸ‘•ðŸ•» I also think great bonding time for
parents and children.This was my honest opinion about this book. I was offered a free copy of it and
I can tell that it is appreciated very much. My review is unbiased. Please take a peek at the photos
of the pages attached!

This joke book is a cute one and my nieces and nephews liked it. I especially liked that when a joke
would maybe be a little over the kids' heads, there is a fun fact giving a little bit of an explanation
about the word. The kids had been telling the adults jokes around dinner so I had them read some
of these. A lot of the jokes weren't all that funny and were quite a stretch or you had to think about it
a while and try to figure out what it meant. I felt like there were a little more jokes about poop than I
cared for.Some of them just didn't make sense:Knock knock. Who's there? Pizza Delivery! Took
you long enough! (This one didn't even make sense because it's not the person telling the joke's
turn to say something in order to say "Took you long enough" so when the you tell the joke, it says
"Pizza Delivery Who" and then you don't know what to say next.The kids (ages 7 -10) seemed to
like some of the jokes and tongue twisters but some of them really flopped so it's kind of a toss up
for me, which is why I rated it 3 stars.I was able to download this as a kindle book for free in
exchange for my honest review.

This is a very funny book. What I like the most are the fun facts included. When my daughter read

these jokes and tongue twisters there were no questions after reading a joke asking what it meant.
Now when she tells the joke and one of her friends looks like she doesn't understand my daughter
likes that she can actually explain to her friend the meaning.we had so much fun when we got to the
funny sounds and laughed so much when others tried to say the words. even on the silly phrases. It
was hilarious watching the kids try the tongue twisters and the tricky words..There are a lot of knock
knock jokes that the kids can use. And last but not least the golossary of fun facts is a good addition
to the end of this book. The author did a great job writing this book. I was offered this book for free
in exchange for my honest and unbiased review....

Omg this book has great funny to share jokes for the whole famiy. We love to have laughs in our
house and what better to do than to tell jokes. There are so many jokes I haven't heard that are in
the book. My favorite was " Where does a lier learn to lie?" Answer : In the Lie-brary ! !!!!! Ahahaha
to funny and cute. MY kids went for hours a ugh ing their Butta off on this joke book . Great
selection. This is a easy to ready for a beginner reader.DISCLOSURE*** I received this item/s for
free (or heavily discounted) to give an honest and unbiased review... I was not paid or compensated
to give a rating or to even review the product. I give ratings based on my experience and the
performance I expect with a product and not what the seller wants me to put. My first impression is
based upon my testing of this product. This is my opinion AND I only change my rating if the product
under performs over time. I am disclosing this in accordance with the Federal Trade Commission 16
CFR Part 255: Guides Concerning the Use of Endorsement and Testimonials in Advertising.***

This has been the new favorite around our house! My kiddo loves sharing jokes everywhere we go,
so this is the perfect ebook addition to his library. He has his kindle handy and a joke ready for
family and friends when they visit. And he likes to challenge his older brother to tongue twister
contests. It's a hoot! The reading level is good for him too, not many words we've had to help with.
Spot on for a 2nd grader! If you have an aspiring comedian looking for jokes and fun, this is your
book!
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